GUJARATI LANGUAGE
SYLLABUS FOR FYBA & FYB Com.
Language is sublime power created by us.Language helps an
individual to be creative and expressive of the thoughts and emotions
that one experiences.
The aim is to give the students an overall view of literature and
enhancement of language vocabulary,also at the same time to improve
their style of language expression.The main objectives and salient
features of the proposed curriculum are:
1.

To enable the students to understand Gujarati literature and
increase competency to analyze different aspects of literature.
2.
Increase vocabulary of the language and make use of it
effectively.
3.
Increase the ability to use Gujarati with proper use of grammar.
4.
Increase the knowledge to motivate the students for extracurricular reading.
5.
To understand the richness of literature and thereby know its
true value and importance in our lives.
6.
Increase cultural, moral and spiritual values through literature.
7.
Develop scientific approach ,self reliance and respect for all
religions.
8.
Develop Originality, Imaginative power and creativity.
9.
Make students independent for future vocational life.
10. Motivate students for comparative studies and think
independently.
11. To enjoy the poetic beauty of language and participate in
multilingual cultural activities.
12. Encourage students to prepare different projects.
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FYBA
Prose :Amar Pravas Nibhando
Editor:Bholabhai .Patel
Poetry :Gangotri
Writer:Umashankar .Joshi.
FYBCom
Poetry : Vasudha
Poet:Tribhuvandas Purushottam .Lohar
First term:10 poems Second term:10 poems
Prose :Dwiref Ni Vato Part 3
Writer: Ramnarayan .Pathak.
Qualification: The student should be passed 12th in commerce and arts
faculty for FYBCom &FYBA respectively.
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FYBA / FYBcom Exam
:
1.To acknowledge about the Gujarati Literature and the variety.
2.To know the history of literature.
3.To present different projects.
For example:
To make project on: Various poet, writers, literature and books,
Gujarati newspapers, various media, related to journalism, news
channels, advertisements, Gujarati DTP, interviewing people like bank
manager, post master, insurance agents, businessmen.(30-35 pages).
For everyday use of Gujarati language as it is a major language for the
business community, students interested to develop their own business
can make projects related to developing new opportunities with the art
of using language. Day to day general knowledge and informative use
of language:20%
Knowledge about the subject of gujarati:80%
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Pattern of the question paper.
FYBA/FYBCom
MARKS
Internal marks:
40
1.One project :
20
2.Term end exam:
20
Total
: 40 Marks
External marks:
TOTAL

60
:100

TERM END EXAM

60 marks

Q.1 A. Objective Questions
5/8
B. Answer in 50 words
2/4
Q.2 A. Answer in detail Prose
1/2
B. Answer in detail Poetry 1/2
Q.3 Write short notes
A. Prose based
1/2
B.Poetry based
1/2
Q.4 Write one essay in 150 words

10
10
10
10

ANNUAL EXAM

3 hrs

05
05
10

60 Marks

Q.1A.Answer in one line/Objective question from prose and poetry
5/8
5 marks
4

B.Answer in short (prose)
C.Answer in short(poetry)

1/2
1/2

5 marks
5 marks

Q.2A.Answer in detail (prose)
B.Answer in detail(poetry)

1/2
1/2

10 marks
10 marks

Q.3 Short note (prose)
Short note (poetry)

1/2
1/2

5 marks
5 marks

Q.4 Letter writing /Advertisement
Q.5 Essay writing

For passing
Annual exam : Internal Exam
16/40
Total passing :
40/100

5 marks
1/4

10 marks
60 marks

24/60
Annual Exam
24/60
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